CLOConnect
Staying ahead
Keeping connected

CL

A network for heads of learning
in global organisations.
A secure environment in which to:

Discuss L&D strategies
Make trusted connections with other CLOs
Share experience, best practice and solutions
Get early access to research

Information when and where you want it.

LO

“Through CLO Connect we want to
bring CLOs together to share their
experiences and overcome some
of their strategic challenges.”
Nigel Paine, chair, CLO Connect

Nigel Paine has been involved in corporate learning for over
twenty years. Appointed in April 2002 to head up the BBC’s
Learning and Development operation, he now runs his own
company focusing on building great workplaces by promoting
creativity, innovation, values based-leadership and learning
and the link between them.

CLOConnect

Information when and where you want it.
Personal introduction

Before you even begin your first meeting, tell us what challenges your organisation
faces and what you want from the network. We’ll then introduce you to the group.

90 minute consultation You’ll have an exclusive opportunity to engage in intelligent and pragmatic debate
with chair, Nigel Paine, one of L&D's most respected figures. Meet in person or
virtually. Discuss your ideas, challenges, successes and strategies in a safe and
non-judgemental environment. Take away new perspectives and approaches.
Use the full 90 minutes or split into shorter, convenient sessions.

Your time is precious. We do the hard work of finding you important and relevant content.

Daily articles Daily Flipbook of aggregated content from CLO publications around the
globe - easy to view on mobiles and tablets.

Weekly curated content Weekly email with links to professionally curated articles, complete with
reading time estimates and based around a current industry talking point.
All curated content is archived on a website and made fully searchable.

Monthly webinars 30 minute webinars focused on finding practical solutions to current issues.
Quarterly meetings Around 4 hours of networking, debate and problem-solving with other CLO’s.
Always in London. Always based around your agenda.

Follow on Twitter

@cloconnect

CLO Connect members come from a
variety of industry sectors:

“

CLO Connect provides a time and place in which to
focus on the challenges and opportunities of the CLO
role. What makes this group more valuable is the
freshness of thinking and challenge that it brings to
the learning space. Whether it’s the benefit of a helicopter view or an urgent response to an issue, CLO
Connect meets my needs. There’s simply no better
place to network, compare notes, instigate research
and create connections with my peers who are leading the workplace learning industry of the future.

Dave Buglass
Head of Organisational Capability and
Development, Tesco Bank
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Your CLO Connect team
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Michael Strawbridge
Head of Member Services

Nigel Paine
Chair

@ mstrawbridge@thelpi.org
+44 (0) 2476 496215

Martin Couzins
Content Manager

Edmund Monk
Managing Director

The Learning and Performance Institute
Westwood House, Westwood Way
Coventry CV4 8HS
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